New and published experimental measurements of spatial and temporal aspects of variable-viscosity convection are compared with boundary layer models. Viscosity is assumed to decrease with increasing temperature T so that convection occurs beneath a relatively stagnant layer. Of particular interest to applications involving asymptotically large viscosity variations, is the result that both the temperature difference across the hot thermal boundary layer and the frequency of thermal formation scale with the rheological temperature scale Ϫ(d log /dT)
␦ H , across which most of the temperature change occurs.
In a uniform-viscosity Boussinesq fluid with no-slip upper and lower boundaries, the symmetry of the problem requires that T i ϭ(T C ϩT H )/2 and ␦ C ϭ␦ H . In a fluid with a temperature-dependent viscosity, however, T i is no longer the mean of the T C and T H ͑Ref. 2͒. Instead, marginal stability analysis, 3 boundary-layer analysis, 4 laboratory experiments, 5 and numerical simulations 6, 7 indicate that convection occurs beneath a stagnant lid that forms below the cold upper boundary. In the upper thermal boundary layer, only a fraction of the temperature difference T i ϪT C is thus able to drive convection, whereas in the bottom thermal boundary layer the entire temperature difference T H ϪT i is involved. Richter et al. ͑Ref. 8, p. 191͒ note that ''the usefulness of representing a variable-viscosity system in terms of a convective layer below a stagnant lid depends on understanding or being able to predict the relative thickness of the layers.'' Accordingly, in this brief communication, we compare laboratory experiments and theoretical models of temperature-dependent viscosity convection. We focus on the limit of effectively infinite Prandtl number Prϭ/ so that inertial effects can be neglected, i.e., Pr is sufficiently large that the Reynolds number Re is less than 1.
Morris and Canright 4 present a boundary layer analysis of variable viscosity convection for the case in which viscosity depends exponentially on temperature T,
which is a reasonable approximation for many liquids. It will be convenient for our discussion to define ϭ C / H to be the ratio of viscosities at the temperatures T C and T H . Applying free-slip boundary conditions along with the assumption that flow is two dimensional and steady, Morris and Canright 4 made the generalizable prediction that convection is confined to region across which temperature varies by O(␥ Ϫ1 ). A corollary is then
Part of the upper boundary layer ͑region ␦ C Ј in Fig. 1͒ is thus effectively rigid below a critical temperature that is a property of both the material and the boundary temperature. Figure 2͑a͒ shows a compilation of experimentally determined values of ␥(T H ϪT i ) as a function of ; only experiments with Nusselt numbers NuϾ4.5 are shown. Because Eq. ͑1͒ only approximates the temperature-dependent viscosity of the fluids used in the laboratory experiments, 2, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] we evaluate ␥ϭϪd log /dT at TϭT H ͑Ref. 13͒. Figure 2͑a͒ provides the first direct experimental confirmation that the asymptotic limit given by Eq. ͑2͒ is reached for ϾO(10 3 ), and thus complements the results of numerical studies. 7, 14 For smaller viscosity variations (→1), it is possible to estimate the relative thickness of thermal boundary layers. In 
͑3͒
for no-slip surfaces. 11 Equation ͑3͒ is identical to the relationship of Wu and Libchaber, 17 which is based on the assumption of equivalent temperature scales and viscous stresses 18 in both thermal boundary layers. Figure 2͑b͒ shows that Eq. ͑3͒ agrees with published experimental data for ϽO(10 2 ). Overall, Fig. 2 suggests that straightforward boundary layer arguments, used to derive Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒, describe some features of thermal boundary layers in variable-viscosity convection. Two additional features of the results in Fig. 2 are of interest. First, the data in Fig. 2 have no dependence on the Rayleigh number ͑Ra varies by about 5 orders of magnitude͒; see also Ref. 14. Second, ReϽ1 for all the data in Fig. 2 except that of Zhang et al., 12 for which Re is between about 1 and 100. Thus fluid inertia does not seem to affect the relationship between i and .
At sufficiently high Ra, ϾO(10 5 ), Bénard convection typically becomes unsteady, and the unsteadiness is often accompanied by rising and sinking thermals of relatively hot and cold fluid, respectively. We performed a set of experiments to measure the frequency of thermal formation in fully developed Bénard convection. Experiments are performed in a tank with Dϭ17 cm and a square base 34 ϫ 34 cm. Sidewalls are insulated. The working fluid is corn syrup with 3% added water. Details of the experimental setup, procedure, and data are published in a thesis. 20 The period of hot thermal formation, t*, is determined from spectral analysis of temperature measurements recorded by two thermocouples located 1 cm above the base of the tank that recorded the passage of hot thermals. Measurements are made once ''equilibrium'' is reached; this is identified by requiring that the time-averaged T i is constant. Thermocouples record temperatures at 1-3 s intervals over at least 10 periods ͑4-12 h͒. We confirm visually that thermals did indeed form in all experiments. Figure 3 shows t* as a function of a suitably defined Ra. based on an appropriate choice of and temperature difference ⌬T driving motion. Here we consider two definitions of Ra. First, in the limit →ϱ, ⌬T scales with ␥ Ϫ1 , and we can define Ra based on properties of the hot boundary layer as
where , g, , and ␣ are density, gravitational acceleration, thermal diffusivity, and thermal expansivity, respectively, and H ϭ(T H ). Previous studies 2, 3, 8, 9 have suggested that a suitable choice of viscosity is the value based on the mean of the boundary temperatures ͑the so-called film temperature͒. With this choice of viscosity, 3 the critical Ra for the onset of convection, Ra cr , varies by less than about 50% for 1Ͻ Ͻ10 6 . A second suitable definition of Ra is thus
where ␦ H ϭ(0.5͓T i ϩT H ͔). A best fit to the six measurements in Fig. 3 gives t*ϰRa ␦ Ϫ0.58 and t*ϰRa ␥ Ϫ0.61 . Despite the wide range of , t* scales with Ra ␦ and Ra ␥ indicating that the processes responsible for the formation of thermals are local to the hot boundary layer.
Howard 21 described a mechanistic process for the formation of thermals in high Pr flows that involves the conductive growth of a thermal boundary layer, followed by the relatively rapid release of fluid from the layer once the local Rayleigh number ͑based on the boundary layer thickness͒ exceeds Ra cr . Thermals formed through this mechanism will have
where Ra is given by Eq. ͑4͒ or ͑5͒. Sparrow et al. 22 measured the frequency of thermal formation above a heated surface; their best-fit relationship, shown in Fig. 3 for comparison, is compatible with our measurements. Figure 3 thus suggests that thermals in fully developed variable-viscosity convection may form by the processes described by Howard, 21 at least in low Re flows. We therefore have a basis for using Eqs. ͑4͒-͑6͒ for extrapolating to the interior of planets.
We can also use the temporal variations of temperature to obtain additional information about the time-averaged thickness of thermal boundary layers. At sufficiently high Rayleigh numbers ͓RaϾO (10 6 ), where Ra is based on the viscosity at the mean of T C and T H ] flow is dominated by rising and falling thermals. In this limit, the mean temperature at a depth D/2 is the same at all horizontal positions, and the large-scale flow observed at higher Re ͑Ref. 12͒ is not apparent if ReϽ1.
The inset of Fig. 4 shows histograms ͑analogous to probability distributions functions͒ of temperatures recorded from an array of six thermocouples located at zϭD/2 ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Here, histograms are normalized to have a maximum value of 1. We choose three experiments for which Ra and Nu are similar but , and thus T i , are different ͑experiments 25-27 of Ref. 11͒. In Fig. 4 , T is normalized by the temperature difference across the hot thermal boundary layer and the histograms collapse to a single curve. Figure 4 thus shows that the temperature difference across the active part of the cold boundary layer ͑region ␦ C Љ ) scales with that across the hot boundary layer ͑region ␦ H ). In detail, for the three experiments shown in Fig. 4 , the mean temperature anomaly of the cold thermals is Ϫ1.5 times the temperature anomaly of the hot thermals. Experimental 5 and numerical 23 studies of transient convection beneath a cooled surface indicate that a stagnant layer develops once the viscosity ratio across the cold thermal boundary layer exceeds about 10 (␥⌬TϷ2.2). This result, combined with Fig. 2͑a͒ (␥͓T H ϪT i ͔Ϸ1.4 for large ), implies that the viscosity ratio across the actively convecting fluid is Ϸ37 for ӷ1. The uppermost part of the fluid ͑re-gion ␦ C Ј in Fig. 1͒ must therefore be stagnant [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and flow beneath the stagnant layer more closely resembles isoviscous convection driven by a temperature difference O(␥ Ϫ1 ).
4,7
Although we have only presented results for fully developed Bénard convection, the scaling relationships illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 apply to internally heated flows, 23 transient convection, 24 and other convective phenomena.
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